


YOUR LIFE JUST BECAME SIMPLE...

Screen Innovations (SI) is a leading manufacturer of projection screens and asso-
ciated technologies for residential and commercial applications. Best known 
for Black Diamond™, the world’s first and only multi-directional ambient light 
rejection projection screen technology, SI has effectively revolutionized 
the two-piece projection category by producing screens that deliver 
unparalleled images in light or dark environments.

Our highly innovative, industry-specific Screen Innovations 
design and engineering team works tirelessly, constant-
ly evolving the category in order to effectively bring 
projection to the mainstream. By operating 
under the principle that "No matter the 
budget; Screen Innovations has the best 
available screen solution to suit your 
needs," SI aims to resolve the 
issues that have historically 
hamstrung the projection 
screen industry.



7 SERIES TILES
The ultimate wall of video designed to compliment ultra demanding decors 
and exceed expectations in the most demanding rooms. Tiles is the perfect big 
screen solution for an imperfect washed out world. At a glance you see what 
appears to be a video wall without those annoying bezels between the tiles 
because there are zero bezels between the tiles. Modular and customizable to 
fit your design requirements, easy to ship around the world to assemble on site 
makes 7 Series Tiles the perfect fit in your design puzzle.

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

BLACK DIAMOND
.8

BLACK DIAMOND
1.4

BLACK DIAMOND
2.7



FLEXGLASS
Finally a solution as flexible as your imagination! Flow with the curve of a wall while 
you blend a continuous stream of content through a miracle in rear projection 
screen technology. With unmatched edge-blend capability, zero hotspot, almost 
infinite viewing angles, and the ability to be rolled on a 2’ core to significantly reduce 
freight and job site handling issues, FlexGlass™ is an ideal choice for multiple-pro-
jector, edge blending, and short throw projector applications.



7 SERIES ZERO EDGE
Prepare yourself, because you have never seen a projector 

screen look this good. No longer are you forced to retreat to 
the dark room to watch the game, your favorite movie, 

or battle with your friends in an epic video game. 
You can now transform your living room into the 

ultimate entertainment venue thanks to our  
screen technology that rejects light from all 

directions except for the direction of the pro-
jector. Topping it off with a “TV like" thin 10mm 

bezel and available LED backlighting, this viewing 
experience will be unlike anything you’ve ever seen.

    AVAILABLE MATERIALS

BLACK DIAMOND
.8

BLACK DIAMOND
1.4

BLACK DIAMOND
2.7



5 SERIES ZERO EDGE FLEX
Introducing Zero Edge FLEX, our award winning Zero Edge design, with a flexi-

ble frame. Listen up dealers because your life has just become simple. 
FLEX can go big but ships small in an easy to transport box. Now you 

can ship a really really big screen to Dubai, and install it on 9000th 
floor with ease.

   AVAILABLE MATERIALS

SLATE PURE WHITE PURE GRAY



5 SERIES ZERO EDGE
With only a 10mm pencil thin bezel around the edge, and available LED back-
lighting system, SI¹s 5 Series Zero Edge will enhance the visual appeal and 
make your viewing experience truly memorable. Available in our award win-
ning materials Slate (which rejects 65% of ambient light) and Pure (our micro 
texture white and gray screen), 5 Series Zero Edge sets itself apart as an 
industry leader in two-piece projection.

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

SLATE PURE WHITE PURE GRAY



7 SERIES FIXED
Dreaming of the big screen experience in your own home? Step out of the dedi-

cated dark room and transform your living room into the ultimate movie 
zone, sports bar, and gaming suite! Turn the lights on and watch the big 

game with your best buds, then turn them off to watch your favorite 
flick! This is all possible to a SI’s screen technology that rejects 

light from all directions except for the direction of the projec-
tor.

   AVAILABLE MATERIALS

BLACK DIAMOND
.8

BLACK DIAMOND
1.4

BLACK DIAMOND
2.7



PURE WHITE PURE GRAYSLATE

5 SERIES FIXED
5 Series Fixed projector screens fit the bill for high-end fixed screens 

with available materials such as 8K rated Pure™ (yes 8K!) and our 4K  
acoustically transparent screen technology. With our bungee ten-

sioning, you’re sure to get a wrinkle-free and super straight 
image every time. A luxurious 3.5″ beveled frame ensures 

that you won’t have any visible image spilled on the 
frame.

   AVAILABLE MATERIALS

MAESTRO WHITE MAESTRO GRAY



SOLAR GRAYSOLAR WHITE

3 SERIES FIXED
3 Series projector screens set the standard for performance and value 

and lead the industry with both Solar White and Gray 4k rated screen 
material options. Our patented EZ-Snap™ tensioning system was 

designed to make installation a breeze as well as giving our 
material the flattest and tightest mount on the market 

   AVAILABLE MATERIALS



GAMMA

1 SERIES FIXED
1 Series fixed projection screens add new meaning to the word 

value. Sensation offers a 3.25″ velvet wrapped aluminum frame 
with standard matte white screen material.

   AVAILABLE MATERIALS



7 SERIES MOTORIZED
Introducing 7 Series Motorized, the world’s first “rollable television.” Consisting of a 
slender, cable-hung, motorized cassette, Black Diamond™ Motorized drops a small 
tube from the ceiling hanging only by thin aircraft cables. The tube then stops at a 
preset location and rolls the material down, into place. When powered off, the screen 
rolls from the bottom up using custom helixes and silently disappears back out of 
sight, leaving barely a trace of its existence. Featuring industry-leading Black Dia-
mond ambient light rejection technology that reduces measured light scatter by over 
75%, Black Diamond™ absorbs all unwanted ambient light in bright environments and 
dramatically increases viewer immersion in dark environments. In fact, unlike flat 
panel TVs, Black Diamond™ delivers zero glare and reflection when used in a bright 
environment.

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

BLACK DIAMOND
.8

BLACK DIAMOND
1.4

BLACK DIAMOND
2.7



PURE WHITE PURE GRAYSLATE MAESTRO WHITE MAESTRO GRAY

5 SERIES MOTORIZED
The 5 Series Motorized series from SI was built from the ground up to 

include the features our customers requested most often. All 5 Series 
screens include dependable Somfy motors, switches, and con-

trols—the worldwide leader in motorization. The motor limits are 
simple to set up and operate with all included controls—Wall 

Switch, IR Receiving Eye, IR Remote Control, and Low 
Voltage Trigger.

  AVAILABLE MATERIALS



3 SERIES MOTORIZED
3 Series Motorized is the affordable solution for a high-end motorized 

screen. They are precision cut on computer-driven fabric tables, 
enabling all screens to be cut with ease and repeatability. Each 3 

Series Motorized screen offers tab tensioning and 0-24″ of 
extra drop standard.

   AVAILABLE MATERIALS

SOLAR GRAYSOLAR WHITE



1 SERIES MOTORIZED
With all of the latest amenities included, 1 series motorized offers you 

cutting edge motorized projection screen technology for a stunning 
price! The simple five step assembly and mounting process has 

been designed to accommodate a one person installation 
with a minimum of effort.

   AVAILABLE MATERIALS

GAMMA



X SERIES
Custom, custom, custom. When you’re looking for a completely custom solution wheth-
er it be a one-off screen ratio or in-wall integration with rear projection, X Series is defi-
nitely the way to go. With our industry first and industry leading screen calculator you 
can literally build your screen and recieve a drawing in seconds, not weeks.

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

X MOTORIZED BD REAR-PRO FILM FLEXGLASS X FIXED

BLACK DIAMOND
REAR-PRO 1.4

BLACK DIAMOND
REAR-PRO .8

BACKSTAGE
REAR-PRO

360
REAR-PRO

X Series is available in all of our great materials including our rear-projection materials:

FLEXGLASS
REAR-PRO 1.0



MATERIALS
We believe that complex, cutting-edge optics are the future of two piece projection. As a 
result, we’ve assembled an engineering research and development team whose sole pur-
pose is creating the game-changing visual technologies of the future.

BLACK DIAMOND
.8

BLACK DIAMOND
1.4

BLACK DIAMOND
2.7

PURE WHITE
1.3

PURE GRAY
.85

SLATE
1.2

MAESTRO WHITE
1.1

MAESTRO GRAY
.85

SOLAR GRAY
.85

SOLAR WHITE
1.3

GAMMA
1.1

BLACK DIAMOND
REAR-PRO 1.4

BLACK DIAMOND
REAR-PRO .8

BACKSTAGE
REAR-PRO 1.5

360
REAR-PRO .85

FLEXGLASS
REAR-PRO 1.0



1

SEATING DISTANCE CALCULATOR

Will your projector fit the available space? What about your 

screen? To find out, use our Projector Wizard which includes 

specifications for every single projector ever made. Literally.

PROJECTOR WIZARD SCREEN WIZARD SCREEN CALCULATOR

OUR TOOLS WILL CHANGE YOUR DAILY LIFE

After you’ve determined which projector and/or screen is 

appropriate for your space, you can then use our screen 

wizard tool to determine which screen material is best for 

your space. Simply enter your ambient light value you 

obtained by using the free Whitegoods app, your screen size 

and projector lumens and our calculator will recommend 

exactly which material will work for your environment.

Once you know the material that is recommended for your 

space, our Screen Calculator will take that information and 

generate a pdf drawing of your screen in mere seconds, not 

weeks. You can then email the quote or print the pdf of your 

drawing directly from the calculator.

Not sure how big of a screen you need based on your seating 

distance? With our seating distance calculator you can 

instantly get THX and SMPTE recommended maximum and 

minimum screen sizes based on the distance you will be 

sitting from the screen.



9715-B BURNET RD. STE. 400         AUSTIN, TX 78758         512.832.6939         SCREENINNOVATIONS.COM


